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[57] ABSTRACT 
A cart is provided for use with a kidney dialysis ma 
chine. The cart incorporates both a tank for the saline 

' solution and a slidable tray for supporting the pump, 
?lter and other associated equipment and controls 
therefor. The sliding tray top is mounted for limited 
sliding movement and in one position is centered on 
the topVof the cart and in an operating position is 
shifted to one side to expose an opening in the top of 
the tank mounted below the tray. All operating units 
and controls are incorporated in the cart along with 
the tank. ‘ 

3 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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CART FOR DIALYSIS MACHINE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

l. Field of the Invention ~ 
This invention relates generally to mobile medical 

equipment and more particularly is directed towards a 
new and improved cart‘for use with kidney dialysis ma 
chines. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Artificial kidney n?c'lihtes or dialyzers have reached 

the stage of development where they are now in com 
mon use in the hospital and, to some extent, in the 
home. The function of the kidney dialysis machine is to 
duplicate, at least in part, the functions of a healthy 
kidney where, because of disease or injury, the natural 
kidney is unable to carry out its function;which is one 
primarily of filtering. Normal kidneys not only perform 
excretion functions but also regulate the salt and water 
content of the body. If the kidneys fail to function prop 
erly other parts of the body are adversely affected and 
can result in death if not remedied. The artificial kid 
ney provides rapid correction of blood chemistry and 
allows the kidneys to rest or to supplant to a substantial 
extent the function of the natural kidney. 
The apparatus involved in an artificial‘ kidney is 

rather elaborate including a dializer which contains a 
membrane and rinsing liquid by which the blood is ?l-' 
tered and oxygenated, a pumping system, a heating sys 
tem and controls and oxygen supply system. I-Iereto 
fore, the apparatus has been assembled on a number of 
different tables, carts, portable tanks and the like with 
the various components being separately transferred 
and then interconnected at the location where the sys 
tem is to be used. This arrangement has been quite un 
satisfactory since it occupies a large amount of ?oor 
space and has involved a number of separate mobile 
parts which must be connected and disconnected after 
each use and movement. 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 

to provide a new and improved cart integrating all of 
the components into a single mobile unit occupying a 
small amount of space and one that is easily portable 
from room to room. Another object of this invention is 
to provide a compact, integrated cart for a dialysis ma 
chine that is easy and convenient to useandquickly' 
cleaned after each use. ' 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention features a compact cart for a dialysis 
machine comprising a frame, preferably‘. of rectilinear 
construction, rollers mounted to the base of the frame 
for allowing free movement of the cart over a ?oor, a 
tank mounted within the frame adapted tocontain a di 
alizing medium such as a saline solution for use with the 
dialysis machine and a horizontally flat sliding tray: 
mounted to the top of the frame for supporting the‘ 
pump, ?lter and other components. A control box is 
mounted to the end of the frame with the control dials, 
etc.. on the top thereof. The sliding tray is provided 
with rollers and rides on a set of rails attached to the 
frame with stops provided for limiting the movement of 
the tray in either direction- The tray is movable to an 
extent sufficient to expose the opening formed at the 
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top of the tank when the unit is in use and to close over ; 
the top of the tank when the unit is not inuse. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE‘ DRAWINGS 

FIG; 1 is a view in perspective of a cart for a dialysis 
machine made according to the invention, 

FIG. 2 is a view similar ‘to FIG. 1 but'showing the tray 
in an open position, _ 
FIG. 3 is a detail view in side elevation thereof, and, 
FIG. 4 is a detail sectional view showing the slide 

mechanism for the tray. . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to the drawings the reference charac-t ' 
ter 10 generally indicates a rectilinear framed vcart 
formed by vertical frame members 12, one at each cor~ 
ner thereof, connected to top and bottom frame mem 
bers l4 and 16, respectively, extending about the sides, 
front and rear of the frame to form a rigid framed struc 
ture. The frame members may be of any suitable struc 
tural material such as stainless steel, aluminum, wood 
or the like and provide a framework for a relatively 
large rectilinear tank 18 mounted within the‘ frame. 
The tank 18 preferably is fabricated of a relatively rigid 
plastic material‘and dimensioned to fit snugly within 
‘the framework. The tank includes a top wall 20 sub 
stantially co-planar with the top frame members 14 and 
formed with a rectilinear offset opening 22 providing 
access to the tank through a removable or hinged cover 
23. The tank 18 is also provided with a drain valve 24 
at the base thereof allowingtthe tank to be emptied 
when desired. The frame is provided with four casters 
26, one at each corner thereof, to allow free mobility 
of the cart in any direction permitting the cart and its 
equipment to be moved from room to room quickly 
and easily. ' 
On the left-hand end of the cart 12 as viewed in FIG. 

1 there is mounted a housing 28 for electronic controls 
and circuits used in the operation of the dialysis ma 
chine. Knobs, dials, switches, etc., are mounted conve-' 
niently on the upper end of the housing 28. ' 
Mounted to the top of the cart is a sliding .tray 30 

adapted to support components of the dialysis machine 
such as a pump generally indicated by reference char 
acter 32 and a dialysis coil generally indicated by refer 
ence character 34.0ther accessory components‘ may‘ 
also be placed on the tray 30. . 
The tray 30 is generally rectangular in outline corre 

sponding with the dimensions of the top of the frame 
but with a slight overhang along the sides. Preferably, 
the tray is fabricated of a plywood or pressed wood 
core 36 the outer surfaces of which are laminated with 
a plastic stratum 38 such as Formica or the like to pro 
vide a strong, rigid support for the dialysis components 
and a surface that is easily cleaned. 
Extending downwardly ‘ from opposite sides of, the 

horizontal portion of the tray are two elongated side‘ 
panels 40 and 42 attached to the underside of the core 
36 by cementing, fastening, or other means. The panels ~ ' 
depend perpendicularly from the under-face of‘ the tray 
and extend substantially the full length thereof. Each of - ‘ 
the panels is provided with a pair of spaced rollers 42 
and 44 which may be of metal or a plastic such vas nylon 
and are supported each by a shaft 46 extending through 
the panel with the wheel mounted on the inside end 
thereof. A spacer 48 is provided between the inner face 
of the panel and the wheel and the wheel is retained on 
the shaft 46 bya cotter pin50 passed through a hole 



l 37 

V formedtin the end of theshafLThe wheelsiride on‘ the 
' ‘upper frame members 14Iwhich serve as‘ rails ‘and 
which ‘preferably are of a hollow square cross-section: 
and of stainless steel material to provide strength and 
d'urability.;ln order to limit transverse Hm'otioniof the : 
tray, a rib 52 ‘may be fastened to the'i‘nner face ‘of the 
panels 40 and 5%2 ‘oppositely the rails 14 providing a 
slight clearance therewith. Preferably the rib'is of‘ a' 

' ' plasticmaterial such as nylon which williallow free ion? 
gitudinal motionof the tray and willislide freely with} 

‘ respect t‘othe rail if'in contact with it. lniplace 'ofthe ' 
_ rib 52 severalfplasticr headed pinsgmay be attachediin ‘ 

a a line to the inner face of the, panel to laterally position '7 
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r *mentihas beencornpletecl», the trayvisl returned to its i .normalcompact position andthefcart maybe moved to s , 

“another ilocationty-‘The' tank ire-‘readily, drained and“ _ 
and allcomponentsare 'conyenientiy accessi- v ~ 

the tray» The rollers 42 and44 are mounted to the side i ‘ 
panels towards one end thereof with the rollers 742lo 

shown in dottedfline'in the drawings. 

v15 ,7 

'cated almost to the left-hand end while the rollers ‘4.4 ‘ 
are mounted towardsgther middle of the panels. Inthis 7‘ 
fashion the rollers will remain in contact with therails 
even though the tray has been shifted to‘the right‘as' " 

20‘ k 

In Vorderto limit the longitudinal motion of the tray, i 7 
stops 54 and 56 are provided on each of the panels140 ‘ 
and 42. The stops typically are'in thegform ‘of L~shaped 

I legs attached to the lower‘ edges of the panels‘ and i 
a’ project inwardly under the rails 14 sons to butt against 

' the upright frame members 12 in either extreme posi'i 
tionof the traynThe stopsare mountedto allow limited ' 

I l, longitudinal‘ movcrnentofthe tray with‘ the stop 5V4'Vlo- V» 
catednear the {extreme left-hand edgeiofrthe panel,” 

5 while thestop 56 is located'more towards the center of 
thepanel to the right of'the r0ller_44 as viewed in FIG. 
3. In this position‘the rollers ‘will be kept on the rails in ' 
either position of the tray and the left-handmotion Of' ‘ 

t thertray is limited to the closedpositionas shown, in full 
line in‘FlG. 2 while its ri'gh'jt-‘handrmotion willbelim‘ited 

' by thefstop56 which is sufficient for the tray'to expose; 
the tank'opening 22; Ty'picallycthis motion would be 
on ‘the order of 7”'ortso.lThe stops 54‘and56 not only » 
serve tolimit the longitudinalmotion of the tray but 
also prevent the tray from'being tipped ishouldt'the tray‘ 
become unbalanced whe'niopen by‘ reason of the weight» a 
and position of the unitsy32 and 34, Since the stops err-k‘ 
tend iniunder the railsfsuch tipping of the tray is pre- J , 

iyentedf ~ 7 

The cartprovides a compact and‘ convenient dialysis 
1 station integrated within one mobile unit. Allof the die 

40, 

457-7, - a .7 .i w ‘ ~ 2,,A cartaccording tomclaimk'lrwherein saidroller' 

?lyS'lS equipment, includingithetank arepn the cartin i ~ 
21 very compact unit which‘ is ‘easily rolled about from 
room to room; When the dialysis machine isto be open 

> ated; the attendant merely rolls th'eltray back and thus, 50 
has direct ‘access‘to the tank opening. Once thetreat-IV 

25, I 

cleaned 
ble.i ‘ 

' Having thus 

‘ States is: 

‘ comprising ‘ 

' rbers, 1c 1 

v thereof'adjacent‘o'ne'endthereof; , \ ‘ 

(dyroller means rntountedto the bottom of said frame; “ 
and supporting sai‘dcart for free rolling movement, 1 

"and ' 

(e) a flat‘ horizontally disposed trayslsubstantiallyrco; '' 
entensivewwith said ‘ top‘ frame member and' 
‘mounted to said :top' member” for limited» sli‘dingy' 

‘ movement relative fthereto', V ' r 

» "exposing said tankiopeningk 

said top member and said trayninclud'es a: plurality 
of wheels mounted‘ to said trayand‘ engaging'said‘ - 
rails, , J l 

, i 'p‘an‘els extending ‘longitudinally alongyyeach ‘ side; i ‘i 
‘thereof and supportingsaidwheeisyandp 

(i 

members, being‘ spaced apart toilimit the travel of 
said tray from aeclosedyiposition fully‘ over saidtop 
frame vrnem‘her to: aniopenq‘position 'vexposing said i 
tank opening. 

means are castetsq' " 
i , ;3. A cart according to claim‘ l'lincluding at least one, 7 'l ‘ 

low frictional boss mounted to the inner ‘face ‘of each‘ ~ 
I‘ panellin opposing spaced relationvto said'rails. ' 

y 55“ 

‘ “describedlthe'invention what we claim‘l p 
‘and desire to'gobtain by Letters; Patent of the United 7 

,1. A cartforluse in‘ ‘a mobile kidney ‘dialysis; station’, 

(ata frame: including ‘horizontally disposed 'top'wa'nd 
‘ bottom membersofrectangularioutlineandivertia;¢ ' 

Ical"membersconnectinlg.saidtopand’bottornmemil _ V a 

(b) ‘a waterproof tankigeneralllycorresponding insize L 
‘ :andshapeto saidiframemount'ed within said frame, " ‘I 

c (c) said tank being'forr'ned with an opening at lhe'tg'pu i ~ ‘ 

V (f), saidrtray being adapted to ‘support‘lridney' dialysis) 
equipment and in one positionsaidttray ‘covering ‘ I 
said‘ tank opening and?inpanother positionjsaid tray ' 

:‘(gYsaid top ‘frame, mberincluding a pair; of paral-“T‘ 
lel rails, itinewfixed'[horizontally along Me‘achside' of 

.li{h,l) said tray'iincluding'a pair ofip‘arallelt depending- j 

) atplnrality of inwardly‘ extending stoplmembers‘ ,1 '7 7‘ 
,mountedto saidjpanel projectingunder‘saidrails 9 ~ 
and engageahle with said vertical‘frame members"? 
at either extremeposition ‘of said ‘tray, said‘ stop ‘ 


